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ISF conducts solutions-focused,

transdisciplinary research in areas that

address the most pressing sustainability

challenges of our time.

RESOURCE

FUTURES

Advancing responsible 

and efficient production 

and consumption by 

fostering stewardship and 

circular resource flows

WATER

FUTURES

Developing restorative,

sustainable and resilient 

water management 

solutions

LANDSCAPES & 

ECOSYSTEMS

Enhancing ecosystem 

integrity and livelihoods 

by incorporating 

perceptions, values and

practices into

decision-making

TRANSPORT

Providing solutions for 

quality transport services 

that maximise productivity 

at least cost and lowest 

impact

INTERNATIONAL 

DEVELOPMENT

Working in partnerships 

to end poverty and 

ensure sustainable

development for all LEARNING & 

CHANGE

Facilitating individual, 

social and organisational

transformation,

learning and change

FOOD SYSTEMS

Transforming food 

systems to ensure 

healthy, thriving and food 

secure communities and

businesses

CITIES & 

BUILDINGS

Improving the liveability of 

urban environments with 

holistic and net-positive 

social, infrastructure and 

resource solutions

CLIMATE 

CHANGE & 

ADAPTATION

Helping partners adapt

to the challenges of a

changing climate

ENERGY 

FUTURES

Accelerating the transition 

to more decentralised

energy systems that are 

clean, affordable, reliable 

and empower 

communities

About ISF
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Data

Information

Knowledge

Wisdom

Understanding
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Gathering of 
parts

Connection of 
parts

Formation of 
a whole

Joining of 
wholes

Researching Absorbing Doing Interacting Reflecting

Ackoff (1989) 
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Converting information into 
wisdom
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• Draw on 2 ‘case studies’

• ‘Transport’-related at different scales in different contexts

1. Cost of climate impacts on regional road maintenance

2. Reimagining Sydney’s bus shelters

• Examples of how we use climate information to support adaptation



1. Cost of climate impacts on 
regional road maintenance
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• Riverina-Murray region

• Impacts of temperature and rainfall

• Focused on Local Government maintenance expenditure on local roads

Why did we do this research?

• Australia’s 560 Councils control $270 billion worth of infrastructure assets

• Life span >50 years and will be affected by climate change

• 657,000 km of local roads – critical infrastructure supports rural/regional communities

• Variation in data availability, quality and type



Road maintenance dashboard
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Jacobs, Perez Canizales, Hilery (2019)



Road maintenance dashboard
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What happens next?
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• Make the interactive dash board available to 

decision makers

• Estimate future costs – using climate projections

• Extend to other regions – North Coast is ‘disaster 

central’ for NSW

• Can local government respond? Already under 

financial pressure
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2. Reimagining Sydney’s bus 
shelters
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• Western Sydney region: Penrith, Parramatta, Canterbury, Ashfield

• Impacts of urban heat islands (UHIs)

• Focused on better shelter designs for bus users: Climate Adapted People Shelters (CAPS)

Why did we do this research?

• Urban heat biggest single climate impact for Sydney – climate change and development

• Connection between UHI, transport corridors and vulnerable community members

• Small-scale infrastructure and city liveability - neglected

Tree canopy cover in Sydney

Jacobs, Mikhailovich, Delaney (2015)
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Heat islands in Penrith and Leichhardt

Jacobs and Delaney 2015
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• Open innovation design competition

• Engaged with shelter users – ‘design  thinking’

• Built and installed the winning design

• Assessed performance – ‘real world’

Jacobs and Delaney 2015

Jacobs, Cunningham and Boronyak 2018



What happens next?
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• Important to engage users in design and assessment

• Design recommendations feeding back into procurement (shade area, 

materials, technology)

• Lag in technology adoption

• Doing things differently is hard – institutional resistance

• Not economical to build something that’s not fit for purpose

• Small-scale public infrastructure needs to be considered during planning

Jacobs, Cunningham and Boronyak 2018
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